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Australian Navy’s Historic Flights 
S-2G Tracker ready to fly!
by Jaryd Stock & Mark Jessop

#on-top
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Dad puts the VHS tape into the video recorder turns the lights off, and goes back to drinking 
his beer, my older brother and all his mates scramble to find there places with myself trying to 
squeeze into a seat, as a slow musical beat begins with an occasional sound of what seems to be 
a bell that rings out through the speakers of the television, the screen is blank and all of a sudden 
white writing is across the screen which it reads……

On March 3 1969 the United States Navy established an elite school for the top one percent of it’s 
pilots. Its purpose was to the teach the lost art of aerial combat and to insure that the handful of 
men who graduated were the best fighter pilots in the world.

They succeeded

Today, the Navy calls it Fighter Weapons School the flyers call it:

Should I go on? Yes it was the movie that thrilled every single aviation nerd around the world, TOP 
GUN.

Ever since that young wide eyed kid watched one of the best aviation films of all time. I stared in 
amazement, especially once I saw that blank screen dissolve to reveal one of the best swing wing 
aircraft ever built, the F-14. I knew then I love Naval aircraft!
It didn’t matter what it was from the TBM Avenger or Goodyear F-4 Corsair to the then modern 
A-7 Corsair II or indeed the best Naval fighter Jet of all time the Tomcat. All I did was read, read 
and read books on naval aircraft, I loved how there was an aircraft that fulfilled any role you could 
imagine within the Carrier Wings.

Then one day, when I went to the Library to pick up some school books I picked up a book and the 
subject was on the Royal Australian Navy’s Fleet Air Arm. I’m shocked at what I read! I didn’t know 

the RAN had an aircraft carrier in fact they had a few but I was really interested in only one the 
HMAS Melbourne the image I saw was remarkable, here are A-4 Skyhawks with S-2G Trackers and 
Seaking Helicopters on the flight deck. Then get this I told my Dad that RAN had a carrier and he 
just says to me “yeah I know I’ve been on it twice!”

I remember thinking, Ahhhh isn’t that something you should’ve probably told me? Anyway to explain 
a bit my Dad was in the Royal New Zealand Navy, and has been privileged on quite a few occasions 
to go on Carriers, the Melbourne being one of them.

Back to the image, there was a unique aircraft that had various lumps and bumps, antennas and 
had it’s wings folded, it was a prop aircraft and it intrigued me as to why it was among the fast and 
nimble A-4, and the relatively new Seaking.

Did a bit of research, (kids used to research and read back then) and found out it was a S-2G 
Tracker used in the ASW role based out of HMAS Albatross when not deployed on the Melbourne, 
from then onwards I wanted to see a Tracker but being young and living far from the City in a 
costal town it was hard for that to become a reality.

Until 1995, the Australian International Airshow at Avalon airport (and no Mark and I don’t live 
there, as some of you are thinking after the amount of articles we’ve had in this issue on Avalon). I 
got to see my first Fixed Wing S-2G I was stoked (excited) to finally see it, it was a dream a 13 year 
old finally got to experience.

It was great that it was highlighted in a fantastic aerial display to the Public and showcased what 
I really wanted to see, the Tracker fold it’s wings. I always thought as a kid how the hell can that 
thing fly if it’s wings can fold like that, A great bit of engineering on a great aircraft.
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Then it was over, after witnessing this great aircraft in it’s element soaring and turning through the 
air as if it was a predatory bird of prey hunting fish! I never saw that aircraft again! I didn’t know 
why but for 19 years, yes 19 years! I didn’t see a Tracker that wasn’t a Museum piece or Gate Guard.
It killed me when I was told that it wouldn’t be appearing at another airshow, one of my favourite 
aircraft gone from the airshow scene, and I can tell you I wasn’t the only one that felt that way.

19 YEARS LATER.

One day in November Mark gives me a call and says, “Jaryd, get your stuff together tomorrow we 
are going down to HMAS Albatross”. I thought Mark are you crazy? it’s 11:00pm, I’m tired i’ve been 
smashed at work, it’s a three hour drive away. I said back to him, “Mark why are we going down 
there?” He said, “The boys are firing up the Tracker!” 
With those seven words I was so excited. I said, “we are leaving my place at 5am!” Finally after 19 
years I would capture a moment in time where I would finally get a decent image of the S-2, I was so 
pumped I can’t begin to tell you. 

It’s one of those moments that you are truly emotional not because I was tired or the fact I had 7 
beers by that stage, but as you would understand if you think about a time you would like to be in a 
moment, capturing one of your ultimate aircraft on camera, it’s a surreal experience.

Mark and I arrive at Albatross at 8am, on schedule we had the privilege to be let in by the members 
of the Royal Australian Navy’s Historic Flight, and immediately we hit it off, it was a moment that I will 
never forget standing along side my partner in crime cracking jokes with the crew. 
And getting an understanding on how and why this aircraft hadn’t been in the air for such a long time. 
And to understand the amount of love and care they have put into this aircraft. We were then taken 
to see the crown jewels of the Historic Flight’s collection, here she was.
Grumman S-2G Tracker #844 serial number N12-152333 (VH-NVX) being worked on, before it being 
rolled out of the hanger and started up after a very long time to conduct engine runs and a taxying 
run down the main runway.

Paul Ellis who is apart of the Historic Flight team and who overseas the project of returning the Tra-
cker to the air, without any prodding shows Mark and I around the aircraft, pointing out the various 
work they’ve conducted and the the final bits and pieces they have spent ages on, in getting her up to 
date. To finally get given the tick of approval to be able to return the skies once more.

He said “ Boys, it’s been a long an arduous trek in getting this thing back together, and in all honesty 
we all feel this our last chance in getting the Tracker up and running. We all are volunteers here, we 
all want to show off the proud heritage of the Fixed Wing assets in the history of the Fleet Air Arm, to 
everyone in Australia. So they can show their appreciation of those that once were apart of the units 
that flew these incredible machines”.

I could see in his eyes that this project has taken a toll, and he went on to say “Sometimes Jaryd I 
just want to give up in doing this, I’m spending time away from my family on weekends for years now, 
and somedays I can’t find the motivation, but I still do it. I do it because I want the public to enjoy an 
aircraft that performed a remarkable role for the Australian Defence Force and the Navy. And I want 
to give credit to those such as Owen and others who flew them”.

I couldn’t agree more, especially as I witnessed the S-2 being pushed back out of the hanger and 
watching the engines roar to life with a thick puff of smoke. Owen Nicholls was at the controls as I 
watched him get everything in order to role down to the run up bay to conduct the engine run ups, 
and then eventually taxi down the runway with Mark grinning from ear to ear being in the right seat, 
for that once in a life time moment. 

It was a moment where I had to pinch myself here I am, watching Mark giving me the thumbs up as 
he and Owen taxied past, and i’m recording history it was awesome. I was so grateful to be welcomed 
into the inner sanctum of the Historic Flight team to be shown around and given the access to record 
this event. The boys there will never understand how much that moment meant to both Mark and I, 
and we will never be able to explain it!

WHERE TO FROM HERE?

As I write this I think of those that are huge aviation and warbird fans not only in this country but 
worldwide, they know how Mark and I feel about this aircraft…. They all have their favourite aircraft 
and know what they personally would want to see back in the air again. They also can understand the 
feelings people get when they want to see the aircraft return for public display. To be the highlight, 

the main attraction to those local warbird airshows, those fly-in days those events where the 
younger generation will be astounded, and will stare in amazement at the history that is before 
their very eyes flying straight past them….

The Royal Australian Navy’s Historic Flight team have spent a lot of hard earned blood sweat and 
tears on this project, they have got the Tracker running, they are ready to go. 

Spotters Magazine put a post up on it’s social media pages of the Tracker, as a prelude to this 
article. Mark and I have never taken so many emails, in where hundreds yes hundreds of people 
kept on asking when can we see this fly again. One person said “ This is the best flying billboard 
for the Navy, we are all very excited to see it fly once more to highlight the Fleet Air Arm, FLY 
NAVY!!!!!”

Thousands of people in this country, echo the sentiments outlined in this article, everyone wants 
to see this aircraft Tracker #844 conducting flights once more for everyone to enjoy.

In a 100 years of ANZAC commemorations this year for Australia, this aircraft is ready, ready 
to take it’s place side by side, and along with all the other former military aviation warbirds the 
country has ever operated. It’s not for the editors of this Magazine, it’s not for the members of 
the Historic Flight.

It’s for you the reader, it’s for you to witness and for you to show your appreciation to the 
various men and women of the Fleet Air Arm who have served previously and who are currently 
with the FAA, and for you to show your appreciation of the aircraft that has served the Australian 
Defence Force, thats what it’s all about.

So to those that hold the power, let this happen let us witness the proud heritage of the S-2G, 
Being apart of the Wings over Illawarra airshow management team, we want to put the aircraft 
on display, a week after ANZAC day. So let’s talk let us give you the best exposure we can ever 
give the FAA!
So that we, all of us aviation enthusiasts, may always appreciate and enjoy keeping…

TRACK OF THE TRACKER! 

(by Jaryd Stock)
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From a spotters view just to get close enough not to use a zoom is the goal.........but some days just 
are better. 

Just before the Tracker was pushed out Paul Ellis from the team, walked over and asked who wanted 
head's or tail's ? "Headém up" was all I could say. I turned around to see Jaryd just pointing saying 
“give it to him, Paul said, "Well then you're going for a taxi ride!

To think that i would be in the right seat of a aircraft i saw at my 1st airshow 26 years ago was just 
something i never dreamed of happening. I grabbed my Gopro as I just had to get some onboard 
footage plus my camera with a 24mm-70mm.
Owen Nicholls was the pilot about to take me for this taxi run but before anything happened we ran 
over all the things I needed to know. Owen stills works for the Royal Australian Navy but started on 
number 69 RAAF Course at Poin Cook in 1968, training on Winjeel's and Vampire's his first flight in 
a Tracker was in 1969. Owen got to fly many aircraft but he still rates very high, the 74 day and 40 
night lands on a aircraft carrier.

How do you rate the Tracker for the role it did ? 
A good aircraft with, what in its day (1960s,) were ‘state of the art’ avionics and anti-submarine 
warfare (ASW) systems. The aircraft was pretty conventional in its construction but the engines 
were of a ‘mature design’. The Wright Cyclone engine in its basic form entered production in 1931. It 
was the engine that powered the B-17, some DC-3s as well as a host of other aircraft types through 
the 1930s-50s. 
For anti-submarine warfare (ASW) the aircraft is very manoeuvrable and light and responsive 
on the controls (the exception being quite large rudder pedal forces with one engine inoperative, 
although the aircraft flies perfectly well on one engine). Pilot visibility was good (foreward) and 
excellent sideways out to 90 degrees and downwards (thanks to the large bubble side windows) but 
virtually non-existent to the rear.
What are some of the things you have to watch out for ? 
It did not have any peculiarities or vices. We were always conscious of any indications of an engine 
fire, because although an engine fire in any aircraft is bad, in the Tracker it is VERY BAD. Landing 
on the carrier, it was very important to land right on the centreline. The clearance between the 
starboard wing tip and either the carrier’s island (superstructure) or parked aircraft etc was not 
great. The clearance distance seemed to get smaller at night!
Take off was 90knots ? 
Raise the nose-wheel at 80 knots minimum and lift off at 100 knots minimum. Catapult launch on the 
carrier usually gave a little more speed than that.

The time had come and the signal was made, slowly the prop swung around and fired into life. Once 
all the checks where made the 2nd was started and with that the Tracker was alive. I was finding it 
hard to get a photo as the vibration from the low rev's made the whole aircraft rock and buck, it was 
like it was asking for more power now it was alive! We headed to the end of the runway and did our 
last check's. All was good so it was time..........

Turning onto the runway I got a few pic's of Owen as I could tell he was so focused but still had a 
big smile on his face.
With full power on, and brake's released, we were off charging down the runway. The noise was 
AWESOME! I didn't know where to look, the faster we went the more I wanted it to lift off but before 
we hit the speed needed, Owen powered back and we rolled to the turn around point. A few quick 
checks again to make sure everything was going right and Owen gave the nod.
Full power and brakes off here we go again, I tried get as many pic's and video as I could being very 
still as much as possible, I keep thinking just how lucky I was to be in this position. 

Before I knew it Owen had powered back again and we rolled to the end of the runway back to the 
taxiway, since we had everything working the team would do as many checks as they could which 
involved things like opening the bomb bay doors and folding the wings.
Everything went smooth as you would expect from the guys in the team and you could see on everyo-
nes faces that something as little as this is what drives them to come back each time on their own 
time to make sure when the day comes that she is allowed to fly again she is ready and what a day 
that will be ....and we all hope very soon !

I can not thank the Team enough for all the help we had in making this happen. 

(By Mark Jessop)
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The Flying Kangaroo is back!
#on-top

by James Overton & Jaryd Stock
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Great! Fantastic! Awesome! just a few of the words local aviation 
enthusiasts and those who work in the industry said when 
Qantas Airways 75th and last 737-800 on order from Boeing 
arrived in Australia for the very first time.

737-838 registration VH-XZP touched down at Sydney’s 
Kingsford Smith International Airport on Monday the 17th of 
November at 10:30am. Even at the beginning of the working week 
for many, quite a few local aviation enthusiasts were in atten-
dance taking up positions in and around the airport to witness 
Qantas’s first retro inspired aircraft in it’s 94 year history, glide 
down to Sydney’s runway 16 Right heralding the first time it was 
on Australian soil.

The aviation community here in Australia were hoping for many 
years and after seeing quite a few Airlines in Europe and North 
America adopt a retro inspired livery, that Qantas would one day 
do something similar and have a design reminiscent of the glory 
days of aviation.

About two years ago whispers of Qantas thinking of doing a 
scheme other than the current corporate one were rife, some 
people were adamant that it would never happen some were 
saying yes apparently it will happen but they would believe it 
when they would see it.
Others were still annoyed that the biggest flying billboard and 
the best advertising Qantas could ever have the Aboriginally 
inspired ‘Wunula Dreaming’ artwork that was painted on its 
747-400’s VH-OJB then later VH-OEJ and that polarised people 
at different airports right around the world, was replaced by the 
standard colours of the fleet. So some people couldn’t and most 
likely wouldn’t believe something like this would ever happen. 

So finally when a statement by Qantas was released on the 8th 
of October saying that they were proud to announce that the 
airline was introducing a retro inspired livery on to its new 737, 
it sent everyone in the community into a spin! 
Various websites and social media pages were alive with chatter 
and others who were claiming they knew what was going on, and 
claimed they knew what livery it was going to be in, arose. (some 
were false some were true). 
Others drew nice computer renditions of aircraft in different 
paint schemes and asked so is it going to look like this or look 
like that. I don’t think I have witnessed so much excitement that 
was brewing by Qantas fans for what livery an aircraft was 
going to be painted in.

After a few months images finally surfaced in Seattle at Boeing, 
the 737 was rolled out of it’s famed Hanger 6 paint shop the best 
facilities according to the American manufacture, and those 
there on the day eager to see it at Paine field, quickly took and 
uploaded pictures of the aircraft to various imaging sites on the 
web, and there she was in her fantastic red, orange, white and 
grey glory, the Ochre scheme! A livery so symbolic of the Inter-
national operations undertaken by Qantas in the early 70’s right 
through to mid 80’s, it was a livery many were not expecting but 
fell in love with straight away.

The Ochre was introduced when Boeing handed over Qantas’s 
first 747-238B VH-EAA in a ceremony in Seattle (Everett) on 
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July the 30th 1971. The signature element of the scheme was 
the orange (ochre) cheat line that ran the length of the fuselage 
right through the middle of the windows. The ochre band 
reflected the beautiful bright orange and red Australian Outback 
where the airline famously started operations all those years 
ago in 1920 at Longreach in Queensland. 
The tail logo with the wonderful kangaroo with its ‘wings’ was 
an element designed and adapted of that from the original flying 
kangaroo that was created for the introduction of the Lockheed 
L749 Constellations, these were the first aircraft that was ope-
rated that incorporated the flying kangaroo as it was the first to 
fly to London with Qantas crews on the famous kangaroo route. 

As stated at the onset of the article the Retro Roo arrived, and 
after invited guests that flew on the narrow body from Seattle 
disembarked the 737-800 in Sydney for various processes to be 
made. Once all was in order passengers were allowed to board 
the aircraft once more as it was towed over to hanger 416 in 
the Qantas Jet-Base where a soiree was organised with CEO 
Alan Joyce joined by past and present executives and staff along 
with invited guests were on hand to welcome the aircraft after a 
water canon salute by Air-services Australia.

Special guests at the event was Jeanne-Claude Strong and her 
son Nicholas, who’s late husband and father was James Strong 
the charismatic CEO of Qantas from 1993 to 2001 who died in 
2013, and who this aircraft was named after.
Mr Joyce said at the event “We are exceptionally proud that 
we named it after our friend James Strong he played a big 
part making Qantas into what it is today including handling the 
merger with Australian Airlines in 1992. He was an exceptional 
leader and we couldn’t think of a better person in which to break 
tradition in naming our aircraft (except for A380’s) after people 
rather than places in Australia”.

The event was a massive celebration as the delivery coincided 
with Qantas’s 94th birthday which was on Sunday the 16th of 
November.

An iconic livery on a iconic aircraft to now grace the sky’s in 
Australia and for people to think back to the time when a classic 
airline was carving out a name for itself worldwide and was a 
beginning of a new corporate identity. 
Also the Ochre scheme is a personal favourite of both editors 
Mark and Jaryd, and judging by the feedback we’ve received 
from our readers which has been phenomenal it’s a favourite of 
people world wide. 
So well done Qantas you have taken us back in time, to look 
forward to the future………

Now where are those computer renditions of a Qantas A380 in 
the V-Jet livery…

(by Jaryd Stock)
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delivery flight
Qantas 737 retro delivery trip from 
Seattle to Sydney

by Sarah Collins

#trip-report
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“Being a passenger on a delivery flight is a special experience and
joining the ‘Retro Roo’ delivery flight was both memorable and
unforgettable.  
The day prior to departure, the ceremony unveiled the
aircraft to the world, complete with Qantas ambassador John Travolta
and a disco ball. While there was a November chill in the air, the sun
and Seattle blue sky formed the perfect backdrop for the newest
addition to the Qantas fleet. The retro livery marked the occasion of
Qantas’s 75th 737-800 and to celebrate 70 years of the Flying Kangaroo
logo.

Departing from Boeing Field is an unusual and more relaxed departure
to the stress of a normal flight. With passengers on board and the sun
rising, VH-XZP was ready for its flight ‘home’. After being towed past
the many 737’s on the flightline, we were de-iced before passing the
aircraft collection at the Museum of Flight (including the recently
acquired 787 ZA003). At the south end of the runway, 4 spotters on
ladders were getting their shots as QF6024 lined up for departure.
Taking off to the north and over Elliott Bay, we got an amazing view
of the Seattle skyline before heading south. With thanks to ATC, our
flight crew took us right past Mt Rainier before heading out over the
Washington coast for Honolulu. Captain Alex Passerini called out
points of interest along the way, however on the first leg, the
Pacific Ocean below was largely covered by cloud.

5 and half hours after leaving Seattle, touchdown in Honolulu and a
reminder of the diversity of aircraft at Hawaii’s main airport. The
passengers were allowed to disembark to the gate area to stretch our
legs (and take pictures) and it really felt like the ‘Retro’
experience was continuing, with the 1970’s terminal interior.
After an hour on the ground for fuel and catering to be replenished, the second
leg was underway. Making our way to the runway, the large variety of
military aircraft from the nearby Hickam AFB base was fascinating,
including some F-22 aircraft about to depart.

Throughout the flight, the catering never kept anyone hungry. A cup
of famous Ivar’s chowder out of Seattle, and a full Rockpool inspired
70’s themed 4 course meal out of Honolulu were served, as well as
‘retro’ lollies and mai tai’s.
The crew were constantly serving all
the passengers, as well as posing for photographs in their 70s
uniforms. For the passengers, there was a mix of work and relaxation –
the journalists and media onboard were hard at work, filing stories,
getting photos/videos and conducting interviews. 
The other passengers spent the time watching the IFE, catching up on sleep, and at 
one point, there was dancing in the business cabin. However, the views
outside were the best entertainment – flying over the Pacific in full
daylight is a rare treat.

Another 6 hours of flying over the Pacific and as the sun was setting,
touchdown in Nadi meant a night stop for rest but an early departure
the next day. The 8am departure made for another amazing sunrise photo
opportunity. The final leg of just under 5 hours was the end of an
amazing flight – a flight I never wanted to end.

Under cloudy Sydney skies, a smooth touchdown on 16R completed just
under 17 hours of flying from Seattle and arrival at Sydney’s gate 25.
After disembarking for customs formalities, it was back on board and
being towed over to Qantas JetBase for the arrival ceremony. At
Sydney Airport, it seemed that every ramp worker stopped to take a

photo of VH-XZP at both terminals, including staff from airlines other
than Qantas! Along with the water cannon salute, it was an experience
that left me with goosebumps and reminded me how proud I am to work
for Qantas.
Leaving the aircraft we were welcomed by Qantas CEO Alan
Joyce and Jean-Claude Strong, before the ceremony began. That brought
an end to our journey with VH-XZP, but the aircraft would fly to
Brisbane after the ceremony for pre-service modifications and entered
service 4 days later.

With thanks to Captains Alex Passerini, Alastair Crawford and Mark
Goodwin, and cabin crew Jasmine McCarthy, Peta Delisle and Amy
Beaston, QF6024 was the best flight I have ever experienced and truly
a Qantas and Boeing fan’s dream come true.” 
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The end of an Era
by Jaryd Stock & Mark Jessop

#on-top
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As the captain pushed forward on the throttle we were instantly
forced back into our seats. The roar of the General Electric CF6 engines spoo-
ling up filled the cabin as we thundered down runway 16. A few seconds
later we lifted skyward with a trademark 767 rotation that pushed
everyone even further back in their seats! As soon as we left the
ground a thunderous applause from all on board rang out and signalled
that this was no ordinary flight. This flight was something special;
it was the final Qantas Boeing 767-300 passenger flight in Australia
from Melbourne to Sydney. 
It was a big event for Qantas and a big day for aviation enthusiasts
across the country. A chance to farewell and celebrate a true
workhorse of the Qantas fleet and an aircraft that has helped bring
together the people of this wide brown land. This special flight was a
culmination of many months planning and a result of the Qantas fleet
being rejuvenated by new generation aircraft that are being brought
online.

Spotters Magazine had the privilege of being invited by Qantas to
cover this historic occasion.

A few months before, word got out that the 27th of December 2015
would be the final day of Qantas 767 passenger operations. This sent
the Aussie aviation community into a spin. What would be the aircraft
for the final flight? Which flight would it be? Are Qantas going to
celebrate this milestone? As months of speculation turned into weeks,
weeks turned into days it all became clearer.
Those questions were answered when flight QF452 the 5pm Melbourne to
Sydney service was announced as the types final revenue service.
Almost instantly, aviation enthusiasts, as well some who didn’t know
about this historic occasion, booked their seats on this special
flight.  

Anticipation grew as many speculated how Qantas was going to
celebrate this event? Finally it was revealed the flight number would
be changed from QF452 to QF767, in tribute to the remarkable aircraft.
Qantas has to be applauded for what many people may consider a small
act. The reality was that it was a considerable amount of work on
their part, considering that flight number was already in use on a
Brisbane to Perth flight. The effort was certainly a classy touch to
cap off the event. 

Finally the aircraft assigned to carry out the last 767 passenger
flight for Qantas, was revealed; VH-OGL would have the honour.

So how did the day pan out? 

VH-OGL departed Sydney for Melbourne at 1pm operating as flight QF435
this would be the beginning of its final sector. Arriving into
Melbourne at 2:32pm it pulled into gate 3 at the Qantas domestic
terminal. It would spend 2 hours on the ground being prepared for the
return back to Sydney. During this time the crew, especially the
flight crew Head of Fleet Operations Captain Mike Galvin and Senior
First Officer Kirrily Zupp, fulfilled media commitments while
preparing for the historic flight. 
Many aviation enthusiasts were on hand to witness the arrival into
Melbourne and some of them were also fortunate enough to have booked
seats for the final flight to Sydney. Of the 254 passengers on board
(80% were aviation geeks…the writer being one of them!) there were
people from all over the country. The majority were from Melbourne
and Sydney but quite a few came from Brisbane, Canberra, Adelaide and all the 
way from Perth. A love of aviation united them as they
gathered to witness and share in Australian aviation history.

Boarding commenced at 5pm with passengers making their way aboard the aircraft
Waiting for each passenger on their seat was a bag containing a T-shirt, book and 

a few stickers. These commemorative gifts from Qantas, celebrating the 
767 in service, were a nice surprise and served to further emphasise 
the significance of the occasion. 

Push back was at 5:28pm, during which a brief history of the 767
fleet and VH-OGL in particular, was given over the PA system. Everyone
could sense that this was a special and for some, an emotional moment.
After the announcement, the cabin erupted in applause –further
testament to the aircrafts enduring admiration amongst aviation
professionals, passengers and enthusiasts alike. VH-OGL taxied out to
runway 16 for a departure from Melbourne Airport to the South.
Airservices Australia were on hand to mark the occasion with two of
the Airport’s fire trucks providing a water canon salute. 

After a typically exciting take off, we were in the air. Qantas had
put on extra crew in the cabin taking the number from the usual 7 to
12 with two extra First Officers in the flight deck just to help out
with proceedings, and record events for prosperity. As the seat belt
sign was turned off passengers were free to roam the cabin. Amongst
the passengers enjoying the flight were first time fliers, 767 and
Qantas fans and those who had worked with and on the type in the past.

The flight proved especially memorable for two passengers when a
special announcement was made over the PA system. After summoning 
up the courage, one male passenger took the opportunity to deliver a
marriage proposal at 20 000 feet. With the prospect of an extremely
awkward remainder of the flight threatening to spoil this historic
occasion, everyone, not least the groom to be, breathed a sigh of
relief as the woman answered with an excited and overjoyed ‘yes’.
As we made our decent into Sydney members of Airservices Australia in
the Sydney ATC Tower allowed Captain Mike Galvin and First Officer

Kirrily Zupp to do something special and have a little fun in the
process. With waiting media in and around the Sydney, the crew were
allowed to drop to 2,000 feet over Wollongong to fly the remaining 60
kilometres along the coastline North Nor East to Sydney. Those on the
left got to enjoy peering out of their windows to see fantastic views
of the City and the Harbour. The flight crew then made a sharp left
turn over the suburb of Manly and followed the Northern side of the
Harbour towards the Harbour Bridge and Opera House. After passing
these iconic landmarks, the 767 made another left hand pitch right
over the top of the City. Now making a U-turn, those in the left hand
side of the aircraft enjoyed fantastic views of the CBD and the
Harbour. Then Captain Galvin headed out to the East, back over Manly
for a right hand pitch, making another U-turn to again head over the
City.

Coming directly over the Eastern Suburbs to head West again, Captain
Galvin spoke on the PA saying “to those on the right hand side of the
aircraft now it’s your turn. We haven’t forgotten about you!” 
As promised, those on the right hand side were now able to enjoy what
those on the left had been able to see as the 767 made another right
hand pitch. Those on the right couldn’t believe how close to the
City we actually were and they were all thrilled. 

Captain Galvin made a full 180 degree right hand pitch back out to
sea before addressing passengers once more. “I hope everyone enjoyed 
their little sightseeing trek over Sydney as much as we did!” 

As you can guess, there was another round of thankful applause by
all. Even those who were not aware of the significance of the flight
appreciated the efforts made by all to commemorate the event.
According to one such passenger, “It was fantastic! I didn’t even
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know what all the fuss was about and then we got to do that flight
over the City. I was so happy, I even got to see my house. This has
been the best flight I have ever been on!” All of those on board
felt the same but as we finished our scenic orbit around the harbour 
a tinge of sadness filled the cabin, for the all good things must come
to an end!

We then headed North to catch the localiser for an arrival into
Sydney Airport on Runway 16 Right, with all the passengers and crew
prepared for landing we made a left hand pitch from downwind onto
final approach with everyone grinning from ear to ear and feeling 
very thankful to Qantas to share in this incredible experience. Cap-
tain Galvin and First Officer Zupp for the last time gracefully lowered 
the flaps and landing gear as those on the left got to enjoy views 
once more of the city skyline on final approach to Runway 16 Right.
Eventually we were over the Sydney Airport boundaries and touched 
down at 6:58pm local time. Once again everyone broke into cheering 
and applause. 

After engaging the reverse thrust to decelerate for the final time in
Sydney, the aircraft then vacated the runway on to taxiway Bravo 
and headed for the Qantas domestic terminal. As we passed the 
Qantas Jet-Base we were greeted by hundreds of Qantas employees 
who gathered on each side of the aircraft waving at those on board 
and taking pics of the aircraft (and not to mention a few selfies), 
also to greet us again were two Airservices Australia fire trucks 
giving VH-OGL a fantastic water canon salute for her final send off. 
The aircraft then pulled up to Gate 6 and with that with a tinge of 
sadness and a few
emotional crew members, all walked off VH-OGL for the last time.
It is impossible to underestimate the respect Captain Galvin has for

this great aircraft which has served Qantas extremely well for 29
years. “The 767 has been a staple in the fleet for more than two
decades and was a favourite for passengers and crew alike. It’s a
really great aircraft to fly as people experienced today it’s got a
great thrust to weight ratio and it does get up and go and for a pilot
that is fantastic, it’s defiantly something I will miss.” 
He went on to say “I did have a bit of a tear in my eye when I was
up there and especially as we turned on to finals and landed that was
an emotional moment, it’s something that I will always remember” 
“Even though it is a sad time to say goodbye to the 767 it is
defiantly the right time to retire the fleet we are bringing in new
aircraft and reducing the number of aircraft types in the Qantas fleet
from 11 to 7, it just reduces the workload by everyone and is smart and 
efficient to go about it this way”.

The 767’s are making way for newer aircraft such as the
A330-200/300 variants and 737-800’s with the latter VH-XZP being 
the
last 737 delivered just a few weeks earlier.
There were a total of 41 767’s that were pressed into Qantas
service from the initial 767-200’s six of which that were delivered
in July 1985 and the fleet flew collectively some 1.8 billion
kilometres which is around 2,438 trips to the moon there and back! A
true workhorse with still a few years of life left in a four airframes
as are eventually to be delivered to Canadian airline WestJet, and those 
lest fortunate will be stored at Victorville. 

It was indeed an honour and a privilege for Spotters Mag to share in
this special moment for Qantas and aviation in Australia. One that we
certainly won’t forget for a long time to come! 
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Captain Mike Galvin prepares for a historic flight in Melbourne
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For passengers and crew on board QF767 the final revenue flight of the 767 VH-OGL in 
Qantas service, the experience was something special.
But there are times in life when it’s just good to take a step back to enjoy and appreciate 
the things that really matter!
Amongst all the passengers and crew, there was one person in particular for whom the 
occasion held extra significance. Sitting in seat 46A was a 17 year old named Jai Balmer. 
A quirky, funny young man, obsessed with all things aviation. Like all aviation enthusiasts, 
he has this real love of commercial aircraft and airlines and his favourite… you guessed 
it… Qantas!
Flight QF767 was extra special for Jai who had been quite ill for the previous six months. 
In July this year, he was diagnosed with acute myeloid leukaemia. For anybody diagnosed 
with a form of life threatening illness it was a massive shock, but for a 17 year old with his 
whole life ahead of him, it was shattering. As Jai put it (with a little tear in his eyes) “this 
really was a massive shock for myself and my family”, he said “Jaryd it was quite hard to 
get through it all, I’ve been in and out of hospital for the last six months with some pretty 
intense treatment. I’ve come through it now and have been out of hospital for the last four 
weeks and I’m just looking to the future.”
For Jai, this illness nearly cost him his dream of working and being involved in the aviation 
industry.
It would be hard for anyone to keep a positive outlook in this situation, but it’s something 
that Jai had to maintain. Lying in his hospital bed watching Flightradar 24 was frustrating 
for him he goes on to explain, “I would look at the apps on my phone and see all these 
aircraft coming into Melbourne and I would be stuck in Hospital. I really would hate it and 
get down about it, especially if it was a sunny day outside, knowing the conditions that it 
would be great to take photos at Melbourne Airport.”
Throughout his treatment, there was one thing that kept his hopes up. He discovered 
through social media that Qantas had a special flight and after inquiring what that special 
flight was, he learned that Qantas was going to retire the Boeing 767. After doing some re-
search and looking at prices he begged and pleaded with his mum telling her that he would 
make sure by the time the flight occurred he would be out of hospital and ready to go!
He recalls the conversation going like this “Mum, I know I will be out of this hospital before 
then, I’m going to book the flight!”
To which his mother replied “Look if you are well enough and can afford to do it, not just 
from the monetary side of things, then go for it!”
Jai goes on to tell me that he has “only had one flight on a 767, and that was a Qantas 
flight back in June last year and it was night time and I didn’t get to enjoy it as much. I was 
hoping to be able to take another 767 flight again.”
So for Jai flight QF767 was the ultimate, not just to share in the special occasion but also 
in acknowledging the past six months, his perseverance and strength and the courage he 
has developed throughout his battle with Leukaemia. Staying positive and telling himself 
that he would be on that flight, helped him to be able to face the daily challenges head on.
After the flight, Jai said “I’ve had the best day of my life! For me personally, it was a little 
emotional knowing what I had gone through. As we touched down I did have a bit of a 
tear up, it was the last flight and the vibe on board during the flight was awesome. It was 
great to see and share with everyone else that fun. I loved the take off and sitting in the 
window seat. Getting a scenic tour of Sydney was fantastic, the crew were so friendly and 
accommodating and really helped me out especially when they learned my story. To then 
be invited by Captain Mike Galvin and First Officer Kirrily Zupp to visit the flight deck was 
just the right way to cap off the day, I cannot thank them enough, they have no idea what 
it means!”
Moments like these truly make us step back and think about how good we have it, I know I 
did. It reminded me there is more to life than just work. We all need to step back and enjoy 
life. A crew member from Qantas on board the flight said to me “it makes you think doesn’t 
it with all this going on it makes you think of what is really important.”
This article is written not to just highlight Jai’s personal triumph, but also to encourage 
everyone. No matter what you are going through in life. Remember to take time to smell 
the roses, or better yet, shoot photos of aircraft! We all face obstacles, some much bigger 
than others, but we can all use our passions to help overcome whatever life puts in our 
way.
The Royal Australian Air Force have a saying; Dream, Believe, Achieve. Young Jai is testi-
mony to that saying. You can achieve whatever it is want to with courage perseverance 
and a passion that inspires a positive outlook.

(by Jaryd Stock)

A Very Special Flight

First Officer Kirrily Zupp celebrating the occasion with her family
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Jai Balmer seated on the cockpit
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AKL
by Tim Bowrey

#report

Spotters Magazine shares some images from 
Auckland Airport, New Zealand. There will be 
various articles in future issues on the busiest 
airport in NZ, but for now enjoy these stunning 
images by Tim Bowery.
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Flashback to Avalon 1995

#report

photo by Darren Mottram
text by Jaryd Stock

With the Australian International Airshow set to return to Avalon airport we take a trip back to the good old 
days the 1995 International airshow.

What a year! 
It was a fantastic event put on by organisers as there was a lot of firsts that Ian Honery and the team 
put in to place such as having the airshow feature a night time display that grew into that which we 
know now as the friday night alight extravaganza. Organisers changed the display line running East to 
West in the 1992 event to the North South display box that is parallel to the runway, also there were 
quite a few firsts for attending overseas military airforces and companies who brought out various 
aircraft for the very first time to Australia.

At the time the Royal Australian Airforce had put out a tender for a new advanced jet trainer to repla-
ce their ageing Macchi Mb326 Jet Trainers. It was fantastic to see quite a few trainers that different 
companies had brought out to the event, and they were put on display to High ranking officials within 
the RAAF. The public got to witness these aircraft as well being put through their paces. Dassault 
brought out two Armee De L’air (French Airforce) Alpha Jet E’s, British Aerospace also brought out 
the Hawk Mk108 these were sourced from the Malaysian Airforce.

The Kaman Seasprite and the CASA/IPTN Cn-235 were also there on display for the Australian Defen-
ce Force to consider in other contracts offered at the time.

But there were some fantastic aircraft that attended the International airshow and a few that had 
come to Australia for the first time. 

Those who were in attendance got to see a great Ex-Polish Airforce Mig-21UB painted up in Indian 
Airforce colours, for me personally I was only 13 at the time but I can say that I got to see and take 
photos of a Flying Mig-21, not many can say that in the western world these days.

And just to make it even nicer two of the ultimate fighters ever produced the McDonnell USAF Nevada 
Air National Guard RF-4C Phantom from the High Rollers, arrived midweek through the show. I remem-
ber that on the Saturday morning of the event my father and I were walking through the display tents 
where diffrent companies were highlighting their products, then all of a sudden, it was probably the 
loudest roar of an aircraft I had ever heard (until I got to stand under a B-1 taking off 100 feet right 
over the top of my head). 
I remember my father grabbed me by the scruff of my neck and said “hurry up we are getting out of 
here quick!” He knew what that sound was it was that phabulos phantom!

USAF had the enormous C-5B Galaxy a KC-135, and two F-16C’s from the 120th Fighter SQN, Colorado 
Air National Guard nicknamed the ‘Mile High Militia’ this was also the first type of the F-16 to display at 
Avalon. 

The Australian Defence Force were well represented as always from the Boeing 707 tanker to the 
Hawker Sidley HS.748 and the first appearance at Avalon of the F-111G, as earlier F-111’s were based on 
the Charlie model, these were acquired by the Government to bolster stocks of the fantastic strike 
aircraft.
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We witnessed some fantastic flying by the RAAF 707 Tanker from 33 SQN with two 
F/A-18’s hooked into the hose and drogue, emulating Air to Air refuelling at 700 feet. 
Blackhawks, C-130E Hercules, DHC-4 Caribou all were in attendance and all put on great 
aerial displays.

But to the crowds although there were great aircraft in attendance, such as the ‘KIWI-
RED’ Royal New Zealand Airforce A-4 display team, to Historical Restoration Societies 
P-2 Neptune and the late Guido Zuccoli’s Fiat G-59-B, to the what looked microscopic 
next to the C-5B, the Bede BD-5J mini-jet. These were just really the entree to what was 
the main course…..

The Russians!
This is what everyone came to see, at the 1992 event the Russian federation could only 
send the Antonov An-124, the IL-96-300 and two Helicopters the Ka-32 and Mil-17. All 
great aircraft but there is one that will go down in history by all in attendance at the 
1995 show as the most eagerly awaited fighter to display at Avalon.
The Suhkoi Su-27P! Tail number 598 it was a demo aircraft and it was put on display by 
the world famous Russian pilot Anatoly Kvocher. Everyone was spellbound by the way this 
aircraft moved and everyone loved the famous Cobra knife edge pass at around 200 feet. 
On the Sunday at the end of his display, he dropped to 15 feet for a high speed pass down 
the runway to finish his display.
Anatoly was awarded the best display pilot for the show.

Also from our friends up North there were great aircraft such as the IL-96-400 and the 
Tu-204 demonstrators and also a IL-78 ‘Midas’ tanker and two water bombers the IL-76DMP 
and the An-32P firekiller. All of which put on spirited performances and were the main 
attractions for 1995.

With Avalon 2015 kicking off in February from Tuesday the 24th with three trade days and 
then opening to the public from the 27th, as the gates will open at 2pm and the public will 
enjoy two full days of aviation on the Saturday right through to Sunday the 1st of March. It 
will be another great spectacle for aviation enthusiasts to enjoy. 
This year the highlight will be on 100 years of ANZAC commemorations and specifically the 
airshow management team are wanting to highlight those early military aviation pioneers 
from World War 1. A large amount of replica aircraft will be on display from that time period 
right through to aircraft of today, with the United States Airforce F-22 Raptor Demonstra-
tion team making it’s second appearance at Avalon after it’s fantastic debut to Australia at 
the 2013 event. Also for the first time the Royal Singapore Airforce are bringing their famous 
F-16 demonstration team, the Black Knights, to highlight to the crowds.

We warmly encourage you to attend this years event if you are in the area. If you think about 
it, who else in this region got to witness the F-22 demonstration team in 2013? We are pretty 
lucky for the hard work organisers do and the commitment made by overseas companies 
and airforces to attend this event…

We hope to see you there! 
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Hamilton is taking its close cooperation with Air Zermatt, the Swiss mountain 
rescue service, to new heights with the Khaki Takeoff Auto Chrono Limited Edition. 
This pilot watch, which simultaneously acts as a wrist-, cockpit- and table 
watch, has been created to meet the needs of the rescue team. This dynamic 
watch is detachable and can be placed in the dashboard of a helicopter or 
airplane cockpit, as indicated in the presentation box which makes aviation 
references with a reconstructed dashboard and texts such as “No Step” 
and “Pull to Open”. Synchronized with the Hamilton brand’s strong aviation 
heritage, dating back to 1919, the Khaki Takeoff Auto Chrono Limited Edition 
combines high-tech modernity with inspiration from the Hamilton elapsed time 
clock produced during World War II and then considered the most complicated 
aircraft clock. For the 1,999 wearers in possession of one of the numbered 
pieces, this watch is the perfect portable cockpit with a constant presence on 
the style radar screen.

Looping the loop
True to its cockpit instrument inspiration, the contemporary pilots’ watch has 
a bi-directional turning flange, driven by the bezel, which has the capacity 
to record a countdown. In the absence of a propeller, the theme of rotation 
continues by the turning action required to unlock the case from its part-time 
home within the wristwatch. Meticulous attention to detail emits a clear 
signal via the watch’s unique wooden storage case. Visible aluminum rivets 
and plates, as seen on aircrafts, punctuate its surface, while four com-
plementary “instruments” form an authentic dashboard effect around the 
detached Khaki Takeoff Auto Chrono Limited Edition. In the event of turbulen-
ce, the detached black leather strap is safely stowed at the bottom of the box 
and the whole package is protected by “remove before flight” webbing. 

Taking off in style

The Hamilton H-31 movement in the Khaki Takeoff Auto Chrono Limited Edition 
has 60 hours of power reserve for extended operation airborne or otherwise. 
Accurately reflecting the appearance of its World War II ancestor, the color 
scheme of today’s timepiece is predominantly black with easily visible yellow 
markings. The hands are a re-interpretation of the classical hands of traditional 
pilots’ watches. A yellow, plane-shaped pointer on the chronograph second 
hand provides another themed styling signature. Specifically accommodating 
pilots’ easy accessibility needs is a crown positioned at 12 o’clock, simulta-
neously bringing perfect overall symmetry to the piece. Uniting the messages of 
pioneering aviation and the demands of the 21st century ground and sky is a 
fine black leather strap with a comfortable, structured rubber lining.

Hamilton Takeoff Auto Chrono Limited Edition

Size  46.3 mm
Case   Stainless steel with black PVD
Dial   Black with yellow detail and hour markers with Super-LumiNova®
Attachment  Black leather strap with new skeletonized pin buckle in black PVD
Movement  H-31 with 60 hours of typical power reserve
Crystal  Sapphire with antireflective coating
Water resistance 5 bar (50m)

HAMILTON
Khaki Takeoff Auto Chrono Limited Edition 
writes the next chapter of Hamilton’s long history of aviation

#watches4pilots

www.hamiltonwatch.com
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Tomaree Headland 
A Grand Day’s Spotting
by Peter Chrismas

#report
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Tomaree Headland 
A Grand Day’s Spotting
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Tomaree Headland. A Grand Day’s Spotting.

Once in a while it all comes together. Magnificent aircraft. A well-
flown display. A truly beautiful backdrop. And a perfect elevated 
and accessible viewpoint. That is how it was on this day.
It was practice day for an Airshow at Williamtown Airfield, just 
North of Newcastle on the New South Wales coast.
Williamtown is a shared airfield. One side is the resident East 
Coast base for Australia's force of F/A 18 Hornet jets. It is also 
home to basic fast jet training and the Classic Hornet operational 
conversion program. Across the runway is the home of civil 
aviation and Newcastle domestic airport.
My day of spotting was to be full of action at the air base, as a 
fortunate guest of the Royal Australian Air Force and their media 
unit. A feast of exciting aircraft being flown how they were built 
to be flown. Hours and hours of action on a beautiful spring day.
This opportunity was the fruit borne of weeks and months of 
effort to arrange access to the best view of the flying. Perseve-
rance was rewarded with a place on the airfield with the media 
for a long afternoon spotting.
But there was more to this day. It was one of the most unique 
and privileged spotting opportunities I have experienced, and an 
opportunity which will probably never be repeated.
On this particular morning I was heading not for the air base, but 
for Tomaree Headland at the entrance to the waters of nearby 
Port Stephens, about 20 minutes drive from Williamtown.
On arrival at the car park I hoisted my gear onto my back and 
tackled the short and steep path to the top of the headland. Once 
at the top I was met with a magnificent view of the bay entrance, 
and out over the Pacific Ocean.
This spot is known as a place to view the migration of whales 
along the East Coast of Australia. It is also home to many species 
of birds. And I was soon joined by a few tourists and nature 
spotters.
But on this morning, a completely different display was about to 
appear.
I had a tip that the effort to get to the top of Tomaree Headland 
would be well rewarded. And rewarded I was.
A silver glint in the corner of my vision hinted at the arrival 
of what I had come here for. Focussing my lens revealed the 
familiar outline of a pair of vintage jet fighters, slipping between 
the headlands to the freedom of the coastal airspace.
Moments later whales, birds and nice views were all but forgot-
ten among the small group of spectators, as a Meteor f.8 and 
CAC Avon Sabre turned in on our viewpoint for twenty minutes 
of smooth and graceful display practice with a background of 
beaches, steep headlands and glistening ocean.
I was very familiar with these two jets. I had been watching and 
photographing them for a couple of years, as they are stars in 
the collection of Temora Aviation Museum, in the Central West 
region of New South Wales.
Amazing as that collection and these two jets are, this was a spe-
cial moment. The opportunity to photograph these aircraft away 
from their home base is rare, but routine enough in an Airshow 
setting. However the chance to see and photograph a Meteor and 
Sabre from a viewpoint like this and against such a magnificent 
backdrop is unlikely to be repeated. 
I feel blessed to have made this unique record, seen by only a 
handful of nature watchers, and captured by me alone. And I am 
grateful to have the chance to share it in these pages. Enjoy!
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G20 descends on YBBN! 
by Lance Broad
text by Daniel Foster

#report
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It’s 11th November 2014, the lead up to the G20 has begun. Plane spotters from around the world 
have descended on Brisbane to capture the movements of some of the most impressive presidential 
aircraft. The local plane spotters have been thrown a curve-ball, their usual spotting locations have 
been closed off, the challenge for them, is to find new locations in order to get the photos they 
want. 
Nine o’clock in the morning, a few spotters are positioned on Randle Avenue, a spot on the appro-
ach to runway 01, where at this time of day, the light is conducive to great images. A Russian IL-76 
freighter makes its presence known as it screams overhead. Onboard: Two Russian presidential 
cars, two pallets of food.
Hours later, spotters are now at the “Acacia Street Loop” awaiting the departure of the IL-76, 
bound for Sydney. The familiar scream of the engines is once again heard, from kilometres away, 
and the Russian freighter slowly lumbers back into the sky, making sure to use as much runway as 
possible.

12th November,
4am, Brisbane Airport:
The first presidential arrival, perhaps one of the most special arrivals for the G20, South African 
President, Jacob Zuma lands aboard ZS-PVX: A Boeing 727. This separates the more hard-core 
spotters from the casual spotters. (Not to say there is anything wrong with either end of the 
spectrum). As it touched down on runway 19, approaching over Moreton Bay, there were very little 
opportunities to get a photo of this aircraft. 
1:30pm, Victoria Park, near the CBD:
USMC Tilt-rotors, MV-22 ospreys escort two HMX-1 VH-3D helicopters across Brisbane to land near 
Victoria Park Golf Course, at a football field next to a busy arterial road. The MV-22’s disappeared 
into a large dust cloud above the football field – due to the dry conditions at the time for Brisbane. 
The dust settles to reveal they have all landed safely.

13th November,
The “Acaica Street Loop”,
The “Loop” has been closed off to the public now, only accessible to registered spotters and media. 
A large platform is erected at the front of the loop, TV stations set up on the platform with an 
unrestricted view of the runway. Here is the biggest privilege Brisbane Airport Corporation could 
have given to the spotters. A gesture that was greatly appreciated by all.
9pm, Holt St, another location below the final approach path for Runway 01.
Two Saudi aircraft, in quick succession, fly overhead, on short final. One, a very rare and sought 
after aeroplane for a plane spotter: A well polished and clean 747-SP. Also, another well polished, 
clean A340-200. Both in Saudi colours. These aircraft put even the most experienced spotters to 
the test. Trying to get a quality photo of an aircraft flying over at night is a big challenge. Spotters 

on Holt St, prior, practicing with every aircraft prior, comparing photos, sharing settings, all for 
the greater good of everyone in their small community.

14th November – getting busier.
6:56am: A USAF C-32 – the military designation for a Boeing 757, flies over on approach to Runway 
01. Better lighting conditions could not be had. Within the hour, a French A340 also joins the C-32 
on the ground at Brisbane Airport. 
Another hour later, the South Koreans in their 747-400.

10:19am: The Mexicans arrive in their 757, followed shortly thereafter by an Air India 747-400, 
carrying the Indian Prime Minister, Narenda Modi.
Two Japanese 747-400’s arrive in quick succession, giving the spotters opportunities to get photos 
from two positions. 
The Spaniards in their Airbus A310 arrive about an hour after sunset. Another challenge for 
spotters on Holt Street. 
Multiple Russian IL-96’s, a German A340 and finally, the Air China 747-400, fly over between 9pm 
and 10pm, once again, testing the spotter’s skills with their gear, and also testing to see which 
spotters could last – having been at the airport from 6am.

15th November, G20 day,
After four hours sleep, up at 4am, or earlier, spotters drive hastily out to RAAF Base Amberley, a 
flip of the coin really. Nobody was sure about where Air Force One was going. Amberley had the 
gear to take Air Force One, but it could well have surprised, and gone to Brisbane Airport. Media 
conjecture stated that Amberley was the place to go – but many suspected that as a diversion 
tactic. The morning’s winds were dead still, Air Force One could go to either end of the runway. 
Spotters converged on both ends. With observers in Brisbane giving constant updates as to the 
location of Air Force One, the availability of the ATIS and general gut feeling. 
5:50am: A last minute dash from one end of the runway to the other guaranteed a shot of the much 
sought after VC-25. Shortly after, the shutters of spotter’s cameras could be heard again, as MV-22’s 
and VH-3D helicopters flew over once again, Brisbane bound.
There was no time to muck around though, there was more spotting to be done in Brisbane. Already 
lethargic, the spotters got back in their cars and began the drive to Brisbane Airport. 
7:15am: Another French Aircraft flies over, this time, an A330, bringing more French Delegates to 
the conference. The New Zealand Prime Minister arrives on board an RNZAF 757, and finally, a Delta 
777-200ER Charter arrives, carrying the White House Press.
G20 was happening, many of the spotters packing up to go home for some much needed Rest and 
Relaxation.
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You can make a once off tax deductible 
online donation to LIFT Youth Development, 
and through the same secure portal you can 
commit to a monthly donation.

LIFT uses flying as a mechanism to break down 
the barriers that prevent meaningful instruction 
and interaction with vulnerable youth. This 
is a unique and highly effective solution to 
a problem faced by those who interact with 
youth who have history of ‘Bad Choices’ often 
involving a brush with the Law. The results so 
far show that the LIFT model is highly effective 
and well worth replicating and growing. The 
program is hosted by pilots and enables us to 
teach risk management and decision-making 
life skills while building self-esteem.
 
Flying gives a person the ability to see 
the world from a different perspective. 
Metaphorically, it enables you to rise above the 
problems that pull you down. Through LIFT you 
are helping to empower vulnerable youth to 
manage and to rise above the circumstances 
that made them vulnerable.

Please make LIFT the youth charity 
you support

Donate at www.givenow.com.au/lift  
or visit www.lift.org.au

new heightsnew heights
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16th November, 
“The Acacia Street Loop”
As all the aircraft departed, a few spotters were deliberating as to when the best moment to make 
the drive to Amberley. Media on the platform, out in force, radio stations doing live crosses to 
plane spotters on the ground at the Airport, excitement filled the air. G20 delegate’s planes were 
departing in quick succession. The Russian IL-96’s, followed closely by the Brazilian Embraer 190, 
then the Indonesian 737-800.
An MV-22 osprey arrives, dropping off crew to a hidden away VH-3D, a US Presidental helicopter. 
It departs, followed by the German A340, and finally the VH-3D. It was time. A couple of spotters 
(myself included) took the mad run to the cars, Amberley bound. While receiving constant updates 
from friends about the status of Obama’s press conference, the drive was made hastily to a farm, 
just off the end of one of Amberley’s runways.
Watching a live feed of the VC-25, a modified 747-200, sitting at Amberley, the HMX-1 Helicopters 
landed, Obama disembarked, and walked onto the plane. Now was the moment of truth. Did we 
choose the right end of the runway?
Watching closely as Air Force One taxied out, a friend familiar with Amberley mentioned which way 
the aircraft had to turn in order to go to the right end of the runway. The nervous wait commenced. 
It turned the correct direction, the spotters were to see Air Force One for the second time.
Shortly after, Air Force One flew over, followed by a USAF C-32. 
The number of spotters continuing on waned. Back to Brisbane Airport for some more departures, 
more testing of spotters and their gear. 

17th November,
The final aircraft began to depart. Back at the loop at 11am,
Air India taxis past for runway 19, followed by a Saudi 737BBJ to depart.
A convenient runway change gave the spotters an opportunity to catch the Saudi 777, A340, and 
747-SP in the air, away from heat haze. Within minutes of each other, the Saudi delegates, guards, 
and Crown Prince, departed, to fly, almost in formation, back to Saudi Arabia. An incredible sight to 
say the least. Finally, the last of the Russian IL-96’s departed. It was time to go home, and not visit 
the airport for a few days.
The unanimous agreement of the spotters was that G20 brought some incredible aircraft 
movements, plenty of excitement, and really proved to be a welcome challenge for the spotters to 
overcome.
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Julieanne Alroe, CEO and Managing Director for Brisbane Airport Corporation said her main goals for the G20 were to safely and 
efficiently handle the G20 aircraft and delegates; and to minimise disruption to the travelling public whilst making the G20 a fun event at 
the airport. 

“I’m extremely proud that, with support from our partners from Airservices, Menzies Aviation, Customs and Immigration, the G20 
Taskforce, Queensland Police Service, ISS Security Services, Corporate Protection Australia Group and the Australian Federal Police,
we managed to achieve those goals,” Ms Alroe said.

“Brisbane Airport was one part of the enormous machine responsible for delivering an exceptional and safe experience for the world’s 
leaders, but as the first and last impression for those arriving and leaving the city we had a huge responsibility to get it right. The BAC 
team and various event partners most certainly achieved that.

“Ensuring business continued as usual at the airport, while providing a plethora of special arrangements for Heads of State and their 
delegations, was a very significant challenge but we are lucky enough to have some of the best in the business working together to 
deliver for everyone.

“This was only possible due to the extraordinary planning, attention to detail, communication and round the clock efforts of so many 
people who deserve the praise and thanks they have been receiving from across the city and around the world,” Ms Alroe said.

Some fun facts from BNE’s involvement in G20 2014:

• All movements and logistics were managed with 100 per cent safety and security result. 
• BNE handled around 70 G20 aircraft 
• There was a core BAC team of 25 running G20 planning with an extended team, including airside operations and terminals,  
 of 50 people. 
• The maximum handling time for state aircraft (from pull up blocks, disembarkation, baggage removal, aircraft servicing,  
 towing and parking) was 45 minutes. 
• The two peak periods experienced were: Friday when Russia, Germany, China and Canada arrived in a 90 min period, and  
 Sunday afternoon with the arrival of six motorcades within 30 minutes. 
• The biggest G20 aircraft at BNE was the Boeing 747-400 used by China, Saudi Arabia, Japan, Korea and India. 
• The smallest G20 aircraft was a Falcon business jet used by Argentina. 
• The biggest single motorcade was Russia with 27 cars. 
• There were four separate special event zones across the airport. 

On time performance (OTP) for BNE throughout the G20 long weekend averaged 81.6 per cent despite the additional pressure on the 
system and poor weather conditions in southern capitals.
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#spotting-advices

Nikon Inc. announced its latest DX-format DSLR, the Nikon D5500, a lightweight 
yet powerful camera that offers a robust feature set, built-in Wi-Fi connectivity 
and the ability to capture incredible photos and HD video with ease. An ideal 
entry-level DSLR for the creative photographer ready to take their storytelling 
to a new level, the D5500 sports an impressive arsenal of imaging technology, 
including a 24.2-megapixel CMOS sensor with no optical low-pass filter (OLPF) 
and a new 3.2-inch Vari-angle touch operation LCD display. All of this and more 
is packed into a new monocoque design that makes the camera one of Nikon’s 
lightest and most convenient-to-carry DSLR offerings. Nikon has also expanded 
its already impressive line of NIKKOR lenses with two new additions, the versatile 
AF-S DX NIKKOR 55-200mm f/4-5.6G ED VR II zoom lens for DX-format shooters 
and the FX-format AF-S NIKKOR 300mm f/4E PF ED VR, a lens with advanced 
Phase Fresnel optics for lightweight super-telephoto performance.
“Whether capturing an unforgettable sunset or the game winning goal, the Nikon 
D5500 was designed to foster creativity and provide the tools any budding 
photographer needs to easily capture and share amazing images and HD video,” 
said Masahiro Horie, Director of Marketing and Planning, Nikon Inc. “Additionally, 
the new DX-format 55-200mm and FX-format 300mm f/4 lenses reaffirm 
Nikon’s steadfast commitment to expanding the NIKKOR lens lineup with versatile 
additions for both DX and FX-format DSLR shooters.”
 
Tell a Story with Breathtaking Quality
The Nikon D5500 makes no sacrifices when it comes to image quality, featuring 
a 24.2-megapixel CMOS sensor capable of rendering amazingly sharp and 
tonally-rich images and HD video. The removal of the sensor’s OLPF allows for an 
impressive level of detail and sharpness from an affordable DSLR, while the ad-
dition of the EXPEED 4 image processing engine works to improve overall speed 
and performance in a variety of shooting situations. When shooting in low-light, 
D5500 users can also take advantage of an expanded wide-ranging ISO spanning 
100-25,600, which makes it easy to capture great images, even when available 
light is scarce. Alongside Nikon’s impressive arsenal of NIKKOR lenses, the Nikon 
D5500 is a powerful imaging tool capable of incredible image quality, whether 
shooting flattering portraits or stunning HD video.
Compact, Portable and Ready to Share
When the perfect moment is ready to be captured, having a camera that is ready 
to go anywhere is essential. One of Nikon’s smallest-ever DSLR offerings, the 
Nikon D5500 is compact (4.9 x 3.8 x 2.8 in.) and surprisingly lightweight (14.8 
oz.), making it the ideal DSLR for users constantly on-the-go. Ergonomically 
designed, the camera also features a new monocoque structural skin that 
increases durability without weighing it down, while allowing the user to securely 
and comfortably hand-hold.
 
Nikon Snapbridge describes the experience of quickly and easily sending photos 
wirelessly from your Wi-Fi®(1) enabled Nikon DSLR, Nikon 1 or COOLPIX camera to 
a compatible smartphone or tablet for times when a great moment is captured 
and ready to be shared. The D5500 sports built-in Wi-Fi that allows the user to 
easily share high-quality images with friends. Simply shoot, tag and share great 
moments with the quality they deserve. Additionally, users can utilize their smart 
devices to shoot remotely - ensuring that even the photographer doesn’t have to 
miss out on the next group photo.
Capture and Create with a Touch of Class
The Nikon D5500 also offers the ultimate in DSLR control with an incredibly 
sharp 3.2-inch Vari-angle LCD monitor, and is Nikon’s first ever DSLR with touch 
operation, which will help photographers discover new shooting perspectives 
for both stills and HD video. Intuitively designed for easy menu navigation and 
intelligent operation, the D5500 allows the user to choose their focus point via 
Touch AF, pinch in to check focus and even activate the shutter with the touch of 

Inspired Photos with Flair, Ready to Share: 
New Nikon D5500 DSLR Helps Creatively Capture the Moments that Matter
Alongside the Compact and Versatile Nikon D5500, Nikon Announces the Expansion of Legendary NIKKOR Lens Lineup 
with the AF-S DX NIKKOR 55-200mm f/4-5.6G ED VR II Zoom and AF-S NIKKOR 300mm f/4E PF ED VR Telephoto Lenses
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a fingertip. Additionally, a new Fn (Function) touch feature gives one-touch access 
to important settings like AF point selection, aperture, ISO sensitivity, AF area mode 
and more. The adjustable Vari-angle screen also allows the photographer to capture 
images and video from exciting new perspectives, easily shooting above the crowd 
at the dance recital, getting on a toddler’s level to capture their first steps or simply 
taking a creative selfie.  The Nikon D5500 helps the budding photographer easily 
compose, shoot and review each image or video in high-resolution (1,037k dot), 
helping preserve the moments that matter most.
 
Never Miss the Perfect Moment
A versatile yet powerful DSLR, the D5500 is equipped with the latest imaging 
technology to help tell every story with precision. The camera features a powerful 
and precise 39-point autofocus (AF) system with 9 cross-type sensors that quickly 
locks on to even the fastest moving subjects to render beautifully focused images. 
Whether photographing fast-moving subjects in the championship game or the kids 
in the backyard, users can select from a variety of advanced focus modes, including 
3D Tracking to track a moving subject. Paired with the camera’s 2,016-pixel RGB 
sensor and Nikon’s Scene Recognition System, the D5500 decisively recognizes and 
follows each subject in nearly any lighting condition, while continuous shooting up to 
approximately 5 frames-per-second (fps) makes it possible to capture every fleeting 
moment.
When the moment is better conveyed through motion, users can also tell their 
stories with smooth Full HD 1080/60p video with Full-Time AF and stereo sound for 
a cinema-like experience. The Nikon D5500 also offers a wealth of creative options, 
including 16 unique Scene Modes that choose the right settings for a variety of 
common shooting scenarios. Super Vivid, POP and Photo illustration have been added 
as Effects Modes, and Picture Controls have been enhanced by adding a “Flat” option. 
These settings now have a 0.25-step adjustment and an expanded “brightness” 
range to ±1.5 available for photographers who want to completely customize the look 
and feel of their images and video.
 
An Affordable Companion Telephoto Lens for DX-Format Shooters
In addition to Nikon’s standard retractable design AF-S DX NIKKOR 18-55mm f/3.5-
5.6G VR II kit lens, Nikon has now added the ideal companion 3.6x zoom lens to help 
take DX-format photographers from wide-angle to telephoto with ease. Compact and 
lightweight, the new retractable design AF-S DX NIKKOR 55-200mm f/4-5.6G ED VR 
II is great for capturing sports, people or school events, and presents an affordable 
way to get closer to the action. The lens also features three stops of VR image 
stabilization2 and core NIKKOR technologies including a Silent Wave Motor (SWM) 
that helps ensure quiet and precise AF operation.
Smaller, Lighter, Faster Telephoto
Nikon has also introduced the AF-S NIKKOR 300mm f/4E PF ED VR, the world’s 
lightest 300mm full-frame fixed focal length AF lens(2), which is nearly 30% shorter 
and 1.5 lbs. lighter than its predecessor. Extremely easy to handle and built to suit 
the needs of serious photographers in the field, the new 300mm f/4 lens utilizes 
Phase Fresnel optical technology to  help correct chromatic aberration and reduce 
the overall size and weight of the lens, making it easy to pack for any assignment. 
Capable of producing tack-sharp images and beautiful background blur at a distance, 
Nikon’s newest FX-format lens also features four and a half stops of VR image 
stabilization(3), a VR Sport mode, VR tripod detection as well as several of the 
latest NIKKOR optical technologies including electromagnetic aperture control, a 
Silent Wave Motor for quiet AF operation, ED glass for further controlling chromatic 
aberrations and Nano Crystal Coat for superior image quality.
 
Price and Availability
The Nikon D5500 will be available in early February, in black and red, in two different 
kit configurations: alongside the AF-S DX NIKKOR 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G VR II lens for 
a suggested retail price (SRP) of $999.95 or with the AF-S DX NIKKOR 18-140mm 
f/3.5-5.6G ED VR lens for $1,199.95 SRP. The Nikon D5500 will also be sold body only 
for an SRP of $899.95. The AF-S DX NIKKOR 55-200mm f/4-5.6G ED VR II and AF-S 
NIKKOR 300mm f/4E PF ED VR lenses will also be available in early February for an 
SRP of $349.95 and $1,999.95, respectively.

www.nikon.com



Romeo’s instill a new love for the 
Royal Australian Navy’s Fleet Air Arm
by Jaryd Stock & Jeff Chartier

#report
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On Friday November the 14th a small ceremony was held by the Royal Australian Navy 
(RAN) for its newly acquired Lockheed Martin Anti Surface Warfare (ASW) Helicopter 
the MH-60 Romeo from 725 Squadron at HMAS Albatross the RAN’s Fleet Air Arm’s 
(FAA) base and HQ.
A great morning was in store for members of the RAN based at Albatross, distin-
guished guests and of course the media who were able to see what all the fuss was 
about for this new addition to the FAA. Being a huge fan of Naval Aviation, the early 
start and three hour drive didn’t deter me.
I got to my destination point and walked out to the event on the ramp with a lot of per-
sonnel around and got to see two beautiful machines in front of me two of Sikorsky/
Lockheed Martin’s stalwarts of Helicopter operations, both sitting nose to nose RAN’s 
current S-70B-2 Seahawk N24-001 from 816 Squadron and the new MH-60R N48-004.
Deliveries began back in October when a RAAF C-17 from 36SQN arrived with two 
MH-60R airframes on-board from Jacksonville. From the outside, the S-70b-2 and 
the MH-60R look quite similar as both models are based on the versatile Seahawk 
airframe, but that’s where the similarities end. Without getting into too much tech-
nical jargon the Romeo offers a new way to the Royal Australian Navy in which it will 
enhance fleet operations from surface ships.
Chief of Navy Vice Admiral Tim Barrett flew in on 723 SQN’s Bell 429 from Australian 
Defence Force HQ in Canberra for the event and went on to explain the versatility of 
the new addition, He says “The biggest difference is the internal upgraded systems 
which allows us to do a lot more and a little differently to how we operate the 
Seahawk, It’s a great airframe the delivery program is running ahead of time and on 
budget and this takes our FAA into the future, gives us new capabilities for the pilots 
of today and on into the tomorrow.”
Initially operating from the new Air Warfare Destroyer ships, 3 of which are being 
built in Adelaide at this present point of time, but as Admiral Barrett points out “these 
Helicopter are really an extension of a ships weapon systems and principally they will 
operate from our AWD’s and also our frigates, but that’s not to say that in the future 
when government calls for it they could be operated on the Canberra class Landing 

Helicopter Docks” newly commissioned into RAN service.
Then after Media duties had been finalised and along with Vice Adm Barrett and with 
Commander Fleet Air Arm Vince Di-Petrio both who had a grin’s from ear to ear, all in 
attendance watched and enjoyed the spetacle as a MH-60R and S-70B-2 came flying 
in from the right for a brief aerial demonstration for the guests with a another 723 
SQN Bell 429 acting as a photo-ship for both Helicopters holding off in the distance. It 
was great to finally see the Romeo and the Helo it was replacing, the Seahawk in the 
air together, an event we probably won’t see again until the eventual retirement of the 
Seahawk has well and truly began and Seahawk operations are in the final phase of 
winding down. After the brief demonstration all 3 helicopters headed to Sydney for an 
aerial photo shoot over the Harbour and fleet base east at Garden Island.
Afterwards I was privileged to be allowed a couple extra minutes around both Heli-
copters on the ground privately. That’s when I truly enjoyed my aviation photography. 
I find it exceptionally rewarding when hours of planning, travel and effort, pay off 
with golden moments to appreciate and photograph some magnificent aircraft. It was 
indeed a privilege to highlight the RAN’s Fleet Air Arm. After going on base and seeing 
the next chapter of the RAN’s FAA take shape and with the newly announced winner for 
the Helicopter Air Training System (HATS) program with a contract going to Boeing 
who has teamed with Thales Australia for 15 Eurocopter EC-135’s, it really is a great 
time for the FAA as it looks to the future with new airframes and new capabilities and 
new infrastructure being built at HMAS Albatross; more opportunities for photography 
I thought as I began my 3 hour drive back home!
Spotters Magazine would like to thank COMFAA Vince DiPietrio, Andrew Clynn, and 
Dallas McMaugh.

Jeff Chartiers’ images are approved by the Australian Defence Forces.
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December 2014, Avalon: Spotters Magazine were among the invited guests to a media 
demonstration of the new fire bomber assets in use in Victoria for fire season 2014-
15. Victorian Emergency Management Commissioner, Craig Lapsley, and State Member 
for Brunswick, Emergency services Minister, Jane Garrett, inspected the latest 
additions to the fleet - the Hercules and BAe / Avro RJ85 following which, we were 
allowed across the apron to view and of course - photograph, said aircraft.

The Hercules is a model L-382C-44M-05 built in 1981 as an EC-130Q for the US Navy 
(Bu.Aer.161495), C/n 4901. Later, 4901 went to National aeronautics (NASA) Flight 
Facility at Wallops Island, Virginia as a C-130H conversion - 1993-2004. (N427NA). 
After a series of owners including at least two aviation museums, 4901 was eventually 
re-registered (N130FF) to Coulson Flying Tankers, flying for the US Forestry Service 
(USFS) and allocated Fleet number Tanker 131. EMV allocate differently and she is 
known here as Bomber 390. It was a privilege to board such a distinguished and 
interesting aircraft. A visit to the flight deck confirmed a well-kept but classic feel to 
the airframe. She can hold over 15,000 Litres of water or retardant and like her sister 
water bomber, the RJ (Regional Jet) of 12,000 Litres capacity, can reach fires across 
the state within one hour of Avalon, their base for the 2015 fire season.

Quoting the Official release; Victoria has a firefighting airfleet of 46 fixed-wing 
aircraft and helicopters which are waterbombing and intelligence gathering machines.
These aircraft will be based at 20 different locations around the state. As well as the 
six large aircraft, the fleet also includes:

• six medium-sized helicopters for firebombing and rappel operations
• 15 light helicopters for firebombing, observation and aerial ignition of back burns
• 13 single-engine air tankers for firebombing
• two infrared line-scanning fixed wing aircraft
• three fixed-wing fire spotting aircraft
• one fixed-wing aircraft to support the large air tankers.

The Avro RJ85 Airtanker, Conair’s N355AC Tanker 162 / EMV Bomber 391, has a 
conformal tank system, internally braced, which allows great flexibility for filling 
and release, while the Herc has a conventional internal tank carried on a specially 
designed frame which utilises the transport’s normal floor cargo system.

Access was superb and we were able to photograph where we wanted, even the Co-
nair crews (including many Canadians and Americans) wanted us to take their photos! 
Arrangements were in place for the use of a ‘cherry picker’ for high shots of the fleet, 
of which there were 8 in attendance. Other aircraft, including the Erickson Aircranes, 
were already ‘in theatre’, attending to early fires or preparing for service. 

The Coulson Sikorsky S-61 C-FIRX Bomber 347 was a rare treat and stood out as a 
heavy bomber in its own right. additional aircraft representing the fleet on this day 
were: Heli-Serv AS.350BA Squirrel VH-AWK, AGA Rockwell International 690B Aero-
commander VH-LVG Bomber 376, AGA Services’ Air Tractor AT-802 VH-VBV Bomber 
354, Jayrow Bell 212 VH-JJK Bomber 336, Epoko C.337G VH-AEV Birddog 381.

Bonus of the day was the water drop demonstration of the Herc and RJ over a nearby 
paddock, the Herc certainly came too close for comfort! The low level manoeuvres 
made it all worthwhile... 

Spotters Magazine wishes express our thanks to Kym Payne of Department of Envi-
ronment and Primary Industries, the folks of Melbourne Avalon Airport and the compa-
nies involved (Conair, Coulson and Country Fire Authority Vic).

Large Air Tankers 
fight the fires
by Dion Makowski
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“Hornet’s Nest”
  RAAF Base Williamtown

RAAF Fighter Combat Instructor (FCI) course
by Jaryd Stock & Mark Jessop

#report
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Australia is very different to the rest of the world when it comes to viewing military 
fast jets. Due to the nation’s large landmass, RAAF military bases are generally located 
in open and sparsely populated areas. The tyranny of distance makes it difficult to 
regularly enjoy the sights and awesome sounds of military fast jets. But there is one 
place down under where you can satisfy this desire. RAAF Base Williamtown, just north 
of Newcastle, is a 2 hour drive north of Sydney. Affectionately nicknamed the ‘Hornet’s 
Nest’, RAAF Williamtown is home to a variety of Australian military aircraft including 
F/A-18A/B Hornet’s from 3 and 77 Squadrons as well as 2nd Operational Conversion 
Unit (2OCU). Also based there are 4 Squadron with PC-9A’s which, among other things, 
provide Joint Terminal Attack Controllers (JTAC) and 2 SQN with their E-7A Wedgetail 
AWEC.

Every two years the best of the best (cliché I know) are selected from the Fighter 
Squadrons of ACG to complete the RAAF Fighter Combat Instructor (FCI) course. A 
prestigious course that many ACG drivers aspire to, it gives the RAAF’s front line 
fighter pilots their one and only chance to be called a “Top Gun’’ (another cliché). 
For any frontline pilot this event is gruelling to say the least. It is the most intensive 
course run by the RAAF and not everyone makes the grade. For those who do not make 
the cut, it is not a slight on them, but more an indication of how intense and mentally 
challenging this course is. The sad thing is if the pilots can’t make the grade they are 
not invited back to sit the course once more, that’s their one and only chance gone.¬

This training program represents a massive transition to enable RAAF pilots make 
the step up in how they think and fight. To help facilitate this step up and provide 
experience working with coalition partners, the United States Air Force (USAF) sends 
across a SQN every two years to work with and train against the FCI inductees in various 
training roles. 
In late February of 2013 the best looking F-16C/D block 40 Vipers from the 354th 
Fighter Wing (and a personal favourite Squadron of Co-Editor Jaryd Stock), 10 
Elmendorf-Richardson AFB Alaska Vipers from the 18th Aggressor Fighter Squadron 
flew in to RAAF Base Williamtown from Anderson AFB Guam. They were supported by 2 
KC-10’s from the 32nd ARS based at McGuire AFB New Jersey, who made the trip south 
after supporting RAAF 3SQN Hornets in Ex Cope North 13. The 18th AGRS were here 
for three weeks to help or hinder depending on which way you look at it, those Hornet 
drivers who were partaking in the FCI course by going up daily to act as a foe or red 
force against the RAAF drivers.

Spotters Magazine will look at the FCI course in a number of different articles later 
in upcoming issues, but to have one of the best Aggressor SQN’s here in Australia to 
really test the RAAF guys was a sheer spectacle to see, with a lot of flair on show the 
18th AGRS took it to the guys in the FCI to getting them to really work hard for their 
pay.

With the next USAF SQN arriving soon to for the next FCI course RAAF Base Wil-
liamtown will be the base to be at to see and feel the roar of Military Jets.
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2 - 3 May 2015

Now over 2 BIG days!  
See the action. Feel the excitement.

www.wingsoverillawarra.com.au

TICKETS 
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